Couchmans helps former RFU Chairman Martyn Thomas
secure apology over Blackett Review
Date of Release: 04 September 2012

Couchmans has advised Martyn Thomas in relation to a dispute over an RFU review which was
critical of his conduct. The apology issued by the RFU on 3 September 2012 reads as follows:

Apology: Martyn Thomas
th

Following the departure of John Steele on 9 June 2011, the RFU Council set up a review to
examine the events that led to his departure and further to consider how and why confidential
information was leaked to the media and to see what lessons could be learned.
The Review Panel conducted interviews with more than 20 individuals, received written evidence
from in excess of 40 people and reviewed numerous documents. The Panel submitted its report to
th
th
the RFU Council on 8 July for debate on 10 July.
rd

The Panel’s report was debated again on 3 September 2011. At this later meeting a decision was
taken to publish the report. It was sent to member clubs and there was some further onward
publication.
The report made a number of conclusions. Amongst these it concluded that Martyn Thomas, the
then Chairman and Acting Chief Executive:
(i) had inadvertently, but improperly and repeatedly passed confidential information in relation to the
RFU either directly or indirectly through third parties to members of the media;
(ii) had inappropriate contact with one of the candidates for the role of RFU Performance Director
and breached confidentiality between prospective job applicants.
The RFU now accepts that there was insufficient evidence to support these conclusions.
Consequently, the RFU believes it right that these conclusions be withdrawn.
The RFU therefore apologises to Martyn Thomas.
The RFU is now pleased to bring this matter to a close. We wish to thank Mr Thomas for his many
positive achievements during his long and valued service to the Union and wish him well for the
future.
It is further agreed that neither Mr Thomas nor the RFU will comment further on this matter.

For further information about Couchmans’ services contact:
Nick White, Couchmans LLP: nick.white@couchmansllp.com
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Note to Editors
Couchmans LLP is a commercial law firm based in London offering specialist legal advice to
the sports, sponsorship and media industries internationally. The leading independent legal
directories say the following about the firm:
“The UK’s leading sports boutique” (Legal 500)
“If you want someone who knows the sports business inside out, these are the guys to call”
(Chambers & Partners)
“Formidably strong line-up … the firm dominates the commercial side of the sector” (Legal 500)
“A phenomenal sports practice … there is clear, blue water between Couchmans and rival boutique
sports firms … the firm acts for some of the best known names in the sports industry” (Legal 500)
“The premier sporting boutique … extremely commercial, increasing the value of every deal with the
knowledge it brings” (Chambers & Partners)
“The achievement of this firm is incredible ... the country’s number one sports boutique” (Chambers
& Partners)
Website: www.couchmansllp.com
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